INTRODUCTION
Electrokinetics is the general term associated with the relative motion of two adjacent charged phases. In the study of phenomena occurring at charged solid-liquid interfaces, electrokinetic methods have proved to be useful tools. Although the basic relationships involved in electrokinetic phenomena were derived mainly for the steady state (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) , the transient behavior of these phenomena is perhaps as important as their steady-state behavior insofar as an evaluation of their usefulness is concerned. In several applications, the use of alternating electric fields has been proposed for measurements of the electro-osmotic velocity of electrolytes (10) and of the electrophoretic mobility of particles (11) (12) (13) .
Applying the assumption that the fluid in the electric double layer attains its full electro-osmotic velocity instantaneously when the electric field is imposed, Morrison found exact solutions for the transient electrophoresis of a dielectric sphere (14) and of an arbitrarily oriented long cylinder (15) (17) analyzed the transient electro-osmosis of pure water in round capillary tubes whose radii are large compared to the double layer thickness by employing a Laplace transform technique. Ivory (18) also obtained a simple analytical solution for the transient electroosmotic velocity of electrolyte solutions near a solid surface whose local radius of curvature is much greater than the Debye length.
In some practical applications of electrokinetic flow involving dilute electrolyte solutions in very fine capillaries, the condition of thin double layer thickness is no longer satisfied and the dependence of the fluid flow on the electrokinetic radius κR or κh, where R is the radius of a capillary tube and h is the half thickness of a capillary slit, must be taken into account. In this article we present an analysis of the transient electrokinetic flow of electrolyte solutions in a capillary pore. Since the assumed cross-sectional shape of a capillary pore model has significance when dealing with electrokinetic flows (19) , the cases of both a capillary tube and a capillary slit will be investigated. The electric potential at the capillary wall (or the surface charge density) is assumed to be uniform, but no assumption is made about the electrokinetic radius κR or κh. The transient responses of the fluid velocity profile, flow rate, electric current, and streaming potential of the systems to a step change in pressure and/or voltage as functions of relevant parameters are obtained in closed forms.
ELECTROKINETIC FLOW IN A CAPILLARY SLIT
In this section, the transient electrokinetic flow of an electrolyte solution in a capillary channel between two large identical parallel plates at separation distance 2h is analyzed. The discrete nature of the surface charges, which are uniformly distributed over the plane walls, is neglected. Owing to the planar symmetry of the system, we need consider only the half region 0 ≤ y ≤ h, where y measures distance from the median plane between the capillary walls in a normal direction.
Electrostatic Potential Distribution
We first consider the electrostatic potential and charge density distributions in a capillary slit. If ρ e (y) represents the space charge density of the electrolyte solution at the position y and ψ(y) denotes the electrostatic potential at this position relative to the bulk (electrically neutral) solution phase, then the Poisson equation gives
In this equation ε = 4πε 0 ε r , where ε r is the relative permittivity of the electrolyte solution and ε 0 is the permittivity of a vacuum. The space charge density can also be related to the electrostatic potential by the Boltzmann equation,
where C i∞ is the concentration of type i ions in the bulk solution phase in equilibrium with the fluid inside the capillary, z i is the valence of type i ions, e is the charge of a proton, k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature. Substitution of Eq. [2] into Eq. [1] leads to the well-known Poisson-Boltzmann equation. For the solution of a symmetrically charged binary electrolyte (z 1 = −z 2 = Z, C 1∞ = C 2∞ = C ∞ , where subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the cation and anion, respectively), this equation can be written as
where κ is the Debye-Huckel parameter defined by
The boundary conditions for ψ are
where ψ w is the surface potential (or zeta potential) at the capillary walls.
Integration of Eq. [3] from y = 0 to y = y using Eq.
[5a] leads to
, [6] where ψ c = ψ(0) represents the potential at the median plane between the slit walls. Integrating Eq. [6] again from y = 0 to [7] where
and F(b, φ) is the elliptic integral of the first kind,
Equation [7] is the solution for the potential profile ψ(y) in an implicit form, and the quantity ψ c /ψ w can be determined as a function of parameters Zeψ w /kT and κh by Eq. [7] setting y = h and using Eq.
[5b]. With the solution for ψ(y), the charge density distribution ρ e (y) can be obtained by Eq. [1] or [2] . If the surface charge density σ , instead of the surface potential ψ w , is known at the capillary walls, the boundary condition [5b] should be replaced by the Gauss condition,
Substitution of this into Eq. [6] yields
which provides the relation between ψ w and σ for an arbitrary value of κh. When the surface potential ψ w is small, the PoissonBoltzmann equation can be linearized (known as the DebyeHuckel approximation), and Eq. [1] or [3] becomes
The solution to Eqs. [13] and [5] is
. [14] For this case, the relation between ψ w and σ given by Eq. [12] reduces to
. [15] Note that Eqs. [13] - [15] can apply to solutions of general electrolytes. Due to the linearization of the Poisson-Boltzmann
FIG. 1.
Plots of the dimensionless potential ψ/ψ w versus the relative position y/ h in a capillary slit with κh as a parameter. The solid and dashed curves represent the cases of Ze|ψ w |/kT equal to 2 and 5, respectively, calculated from Eq. [7] , while the dotted curves denote the approximate result of Eq. [14] . equation, the normalized potential ψ/ψ w in this case is independent of the parameter z i eψ w /kT . Figure 1 shows the results of the dimensionless potential ψ/ψ w calculated from Eqs. [7] and [14] as a monotonically increasing function of the relative position y/ h for several values of Zeψ w /kT and κh. It can be seen that ψ/ψ w decreases with an increase in the magnitude of Zeψ w /kT for given values of κh and y/ h and in the value of κh for fixed magnitudes of Zeψ w /kT and y/ h. As expected, ψ/ψ w = 1 for any values of ψ w and y if κh = 0, and ψ/ψ w → 0 for any values of ψ w and y (except for y = h) if κh → ∞. Note that the errors of using the approximate formula of Eq. [14] for the potential distribution in the slit are quite small under the condition of Ze|ψ w |/kT ≤ 2.
Fluid Velocity Distribution
We now consider the transient laminar flow of an electrolyte solution through a capillary slit under the influence of a uniform electric field E and a constant pressure gradient P, both applied along the two parallel plates starting at the time t = 0. The fluid velocity in the direction of the electric field or opposite direction of the pressure gradient, u(y, t), which satisfies the equation of continuity for an incompressible fluid, is governed by the Navier-Stokes equation modified by the electrostatic effect, [16] where ρ and η are the density and viscosity, respectively, of the fluid, and t is the time. The net charge density ρ e (y) is related to the potential distribution ψ(y) obtained from Eq. [7] or [14] by Eq. [1] , based on the assumption that the equilibrium lateral potential field is not affected by the axially applied electric field. The initial and boundary conditions for u are
Since the system will attain a steady state as t → ∞, a solution of the following form ought to be sought:
[18]
The steady-state limiting solution u ∞ (y) is obtained from Eq. [16] by setting ∂u/∂t = 0, for which the result satisfying boundary conditions [17b], [17c], and [5] is (3)
Inserting Eq. [18] into Eqs. [16] and [17] after the substitution of Eq. [19] , one obtains the governing equation as well as the initial and boundary conditions for the transient velocity function u t (y, t),
and t = 0:
where ν = η/ρ is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid. These equations can be solved by the classical method of separation of variables, and the final solution is
where
The combination of Eqs. [19] and [22] according to Eq. [18] gives the fluid velocity profile u(y, t) in the capillary slit.
As expected, the solution to this unsteady-state channelflow problem comes out in the form of infinite series. This series converges rapidly for large dimensionless times νt/ h 2 . The average velocity u (t) over a cross section of the capillary slit is obtained by
and can be expressed as
where 
The integrations in Eqs.
[23] and [27] for coefficients B n and A can be performed numerically using ψ(y) given by Eq. [7] .
Electro-osmosis
The electro-osmotic velocity distribution u (e) (y, t) in the capillary slit is given by Eq. [18] together with Eqs. [19] and [22] under the condition of no applied pressure gradient (i.e., P = 0). The average electro-osmotic velocity over a cross section of the capillary slit, u (e) (t) = L 12 E, can also be computed using Eq. [26b]. If we consider the situation that κh → ∞, the fluid velocity at a large distance from the capillary wall (with κ(h − y) 1) caused by the applied electric field can be evaluated from the expression for u (e) noting that ψ(y) → 0 far from the wall. The result of this electro-osmotic velocity,
which also applies for the case of general electrolytes. The dimensionless velocity distribution 4πηu (e) /εψ w E due to electro-osmosis in a capillary slit is plotted versus the relative position y/ h in Fig. 2 for different values of the parameters Zeψ w /kT, κh, and νt/ h 2 . It can be seen that the local fluid velocity increases with time after the application of the electric field. At a given time before the steady state is reached, the fluid velocity is not necessarily a monotonic function of the position, and can have a maximum at some value of y/ h = 0. If the capillary wall is charged more highly or the counterions have a larger absolute value of valence (with greater magnitude in Zeψ w /kT ), or the relative double layer thickness is smaller (with greater value in κh), this maximum occurs at a position closer to the wall (with larger value of y/ h) as expected. When the dimensionless time νt/ h 2 increases, the location of this maximal fluid velocity will shift toward small y/ h. Naturally, as νt/ h 2 → ∞, the maximal fluid velocity always appears at the central plane of the capillary slit (y = 0), irrespective of the values of Zeψ w /kT and κh, and the steady-state relation −4πηu
(e) /εψ w E = 1 − ψ/ψ w given by Eq. [19] holds for any position. It can be seen that the transient electro-osmotic velocity profile is within 10% of the steady-state result when νt/ h 2 is about unity.
The dimensionless average velocity 4πη u (e) /εψ w E (= 4πηL 12 /εψ w ) of the electro-osmotic flow in the capillary slit calculated by numerical integration of Eq. [26b] is plotted against the electrokinetic radius κh in Fig. 3 for various values of the parameters Zeψ w /kT and νt/ h 2 . This figure illustrates that the average fluid velocity increases monotonically with an increase in the magnitude of Zeψ w /kT, κh, or νt/ h 2 and disappears in the limit that any of these parameters equals zero. When the value of κh gets large (e.g., >5), the influence of the parameter Zeψ w /kT on the normalized average electro-osmotic velocity becomes weak. The greatest change of u (e) with κh occurs in the region 0.2 < κh < 5. 
FIG. 4.
Plots of the normalized electro-osmotic velocity −4πηU (e) /εψ w E at a large distance from the capillary wall versus the dimensionless time νt/ h 2 (for a capillary slit) and νt/R 2 (for a capillary tube).
In Fig. 4 , the normalized electro-osmotic velocity 4πηU
(e) / εψ w E far away from the capillary walls is plotted versus the dimensionless time νt/ h 2 . It can be seen that this velocity increases rapidly with the time, as expected, and has about 99% of its classical Helmholtz value at νt/ h 2 = 2. Instead of determining the electro-osmotic velocity of the fluid under zero pressure difference across a capillary, in experiments, it is possible to measure the electro-osmotic flow rate by applying a counterpressure until the flow is exactly compensated for (or in the case of closed capillary electro-osmosis) (Ref. 6, p. 64 ). This back pressure gradient along the capillary can be expressed as P = −(L 12 /L 11 )E from Eq. [25] by setting u = 0. Substitution of this pressure gradient into Eq. [18] results in the fluid velocity profile in the slit for the special case of u = 0.
Electric Current and Streaming Potential
The electric current density i(y, t) flowing parallel to the capillary wall at position y in the electrolyte solution can be expressed as i = u(y, t)ρ e (y) + (y)E.
[29]
Here, ρ e is given by Eq. [2] , u is given by Eq. [18] , and is the local electric conductivity of the solution which can be written as
where m i is the mobility of type i ions. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.
[29] is the contribution due to transport of electrolyte ions by the convection of the bulk of the fluid, while the second term, which is not time-dependent, corresponds to the contribution of charges moving relative to the fluid via electrolytic conduction. The average current density i (t) over a cross section of the capillary slit is
and can be expressed in terms of the Onsager transport coefficients L 21 (t) and L 22 (t),
Note that L 21 = L 12 , as can be shown and expected from the Onsager reciprocity principle (4, 6), and its result has been given by Eq.
[26b] and illustrated in Fig. 3 . In Eq.
[32],
[35c] Figure 5 shows plots of the dimensionless coefficient 8π 2 η(L 22 − )/(εκψ w ) 2 for the average current density in a capillary slit due to the electro-osmotic flow against the electrokinetic radius κh for different values of Zeψ w /kT and νt/ h 2 . For specified values of Zeψ w /kT and νt/ h 2 , the current density contributed by the fluid flow is maximal at some finite values of κh (the location of this maximum shifts to smaller κh as the magnitude of Zeψ w /kT or νt/ h 2 increases) and fades out when the value of κh is getting small or large. The reason for this behavior is obvious. In the limit κh = 0, there exists no electro-osmotic flow, while in the limit κh → ∞, the fluid is electrically neutral everywhere. Analogous to the case of the average electro-osmotic velocity or coefficient L 12 illustrated in Fig. 3 , for a fixed value of κh, the normalized value of the coefficient L 22 − increases monotonically with an increase in the magnitude of Zeψ w /kT or νt/ h 2 , and vanishes as either of these parameters equals zero. Note that, under the condition of very large κh, one has L 21 = L 12 = U (e) /E and L 22 = (ψ = 0) = i z 2 i e 2 C i∞ m i (the specific conductance of the bulk fluid with negligible "surface conductance") to a first approximation.
The streaming potential is the potential difference that builds up across the capillary filled with an electrolyte solution in the presence of an applied pressure gradient P, which is just sufficient to prevent the net electric current flow. Putting i = 0 in Eq. [32] one obtains the streaming potential (gradient) as E = −(L 21 /L 22 )P. Substituting this streaming potential into Eq.
[25], one obtains the apparent flow rate of the fluid per unit cross-sectional area of the capillary under the imposed pressure gradient. Thus, the streaming potential produces an electric body force acting on the fluid and sets up an electro-osmotic countercurrent of fluid flow which retards the pressure-induced flow. This flow retardation could account for an increase in the "apparent" viscosity of the fluid in the capillary relative to the bulk value, known as the electroviscous retardation effect.
ELECTROKINETIC FLOW IN A CIRCULAR CAPILLARY
In this section, we consider the transient electrokinetic flow of a general electrolyte solution in a long uniform circular capillary of radius R. The analysis for this case is similar to that presented in the previous section for the case of a capillary slit.
Electrostatic Potential Distribution
Let ρ e (r ) be the space charge density of the electrolyte solution in the capillary tube at a point distance r from the axis and ψ(r ) be the electrostatic potential at this point. Now, Poisson The boundary conditions are
The solution to Eqs.
[37] and [38] is
where I n is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order n. Similar to the result expressed by Eq. [14] and illustrated in Fig. 1 for a capillary slit, ψ/ψ w given by Eq.
[39] is independent of the parameters z i eψ/kT and decreases with an increase in κ R for a given value of r/R, from ψ/ψ w = 1 as κ R = 0 to ψ/ψ w → 0 as κ R → ∞. If the Gauss condition at the capillary wall,
is used to replace Eq.
[38b], the solution for ψ given by Eq.
[39] still holds, with the relation between ψ w and σ for an arbitrary value of κ R as
Fluid Velocity Distribution
For the transient flow of an electrolyte solution in a circular capillary acted upon by the constant imposed electric field E and pressure gradient P in the axial direction, the equation of motion for the fluid is
where u(r, t) is the fluid velocity field. The charge density ρ e (r ) equals −εκ 2 ψ/4π according to Eqs.
[36] and [37] , and the potential distribution ψ(r ) is given by Eq. [39] . The initial and boundary conditions for u are
The solution to Eq.
[42] subject to the above conditions, which can be obtained by the method analogous to that used in Section 2.2 for the transient flow in a capillary slit, is u(r, t) = u ∞ (r ) + u t (r, t).
[44]
Here, the steady-state limiting solution u ∞ (4) and the transient velocity function u t are
[47]
In the above infinite-series solution for u t , J n is the Bessel function of the first kind of order n, and the eigenvalues β n are the positive roots of the equation J 0 (β R) = 0. The average velocity u (t) over a cross section of the circular capillary is
and can also be expressed by Eq.
[25] in terms of the Onsager transport coefficients L 11 (t) and L 12 (t). Substituting Eqs.
[44]-[46] into the above equation and performing the integration, we obtain
[49a]
The infinite series in Eqs.
[46] and [49] converges rapidly for large dimensionless time νt/R 2 .
Electro-osmosis
The electro-osmotic velocity profile u (e) (r, t) in the capillary tube is given by Eqs.
[44]- [46] with P = 0. The average electroosmotic velocity over a cross section of the tube, u (e) (t) = L 12 E, can be calculated using Eq. [49b]. Under the condition of κ R → ∞, the electro-osmotic velocity of the fluid far from the tube wall, U (e) (t), can be evaluated from u (e) by taking the local electric potential to be zero, with the result
[51]
This formula is valid even if the magnitude of the surface potential ψ w is not small: In Fig. 6 , the dimensionless electro-osmotic velocity 4π ηu (e) /εψ w E = 1 − ψ/ψ w given by Eq.
[45] holds for any position. Note that the transient fluid velocity profile in the tube is within 10% of the steady-state result at a time before t = R 2 /2ν, which is shorter by a factor of over 2 than that for the case of a capillary slit. Figure 7 shows the reduced average velocity 4πη u (e) / εψ w E (= 4πηL 12 /εψ w ) of the electro-osmotic flow in the capillary tube as a function of the parameters κ R and νt/R 2 . As expected, this average velocity increases monotonically with an increase in the value of κ R or νt/R 2 and vanishes as either of these parameters becomes zero. Note that the sharp variation of u (e) with κ R takes place in the range 0.8 < κ R < 20, whose values are greater by a factor about 4 than those of κh for the case of a capillary slit.
The normalized electro-osmotic velocity 4πηU (e) /εψ w E in a capillary tube with large electrokinetic radius κ R far from its wall as a function of the dimensionless time νt/R 2 is also illustrated in Fig. 4 in comparison with the result for a capillary slit. Again, it can be seen that the development of the electroosmotic velocity after the application of an electric field is much faster in the capillary tube than in the slit. At νt/R 2 = 1, the fluid velocity U (e) in the tube reaches more than 99.5% of its classical Helmholtz value.
Electric Current and Streaming Potential
The electric current density i(r, t) accompanying the electrokinetic flow of an electrolyte solution in a capillary tube is i = u(r, t)ρ e (r ) + (r )E, [52] where ρ e , , and u are given by Eqs. [ Fig. 7 . It can be shown for the electrokinetic flow in capillary tubes that
andB n was defined by Eq. [47] .
The dimensionless coefficient 8π 2 η(L 22 − )/(εκψ w ) 2 for the average current density in a capillary tube is plotted versus the electrokinetic radius κ R in Fig. 8 for various values of νt/R 2 . Similar to the case in a capillary slit illustrated in Fig. 5, this   FIG. 8 coefficient at a given time has a maximum at a finite value of κ R and vanishes at very large and small values of κ R. Again, in the limiting situation that κ R → ∞, one has L 21 = L 12 = U (e) /E and L 22 = (ψ = 0) = i z 2 i e 2 C i∞ m i . When the electrolyte solution is forced to flow by a pressure difference through a capillary, the transport of the distributed ions within the capillary generates a potential over the length of the capillary that is sufficient to maintain electric equilibrium. In the absence of a voltage source and of an electric current, this streaming potential (gradient) in a capillary tube is also given by E = −(L 21 /L 22 )P, as in a capillary slit.
SUMMARY
An analysis of the transient electrokinetic flow of electrolyte solutions in a fine capillary tube or slit is presented in this work. No assumption of the thickness of the electric double layer at the capillary wall relative to the radius of the capillary is made. By solving the Poisson-Boltzmann equation and the modified Navier-Stokes equation applicable to the system, the electrostatic potential distribution and the transient fluid velocity profile in response to a step application of an electric field and/or a pressure gradient are obtained analytically. Closed-form expressions and numerical results for the fluid flow rate, the electro-osmotic velocity, and the electric current in the capillary as functions of relevant parameters are also presented. The explicit formula for the streaming potential in the capillary can easily be derived from the expression for the net electric current by letting it be zero. Although the behaviors of evolution of the electrokinetic flow with time after the external field is applied in a capillary tube and in a capillary slit are quite similar, the rate of evolution in a tube of radius R is faster by a factor about 2 than that in a slit with half-width h equal to R.
It should be noted that the analysis in Section 2 for the transient electrokinetic flow in a capillary slit applies to arbitrary values of the surface potential at the slit wall. On the other hand, for the case of flow in a capillary tube examined in Section 3, the analytical formulas are derived on the basis of the Debye-Huckel approximation for the lateral distribution of the electrostatic potential. It is illustrated in Fig. 1 that the solution of the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann equation for the potential profile in a capillary slit given by Eq. [14] shows a good approximation for the case of reasonably high surface potentials at the wall (with errors less than about 10% for the case of Ze ψ w /kT = 2). Therefore, our analytical result obtained in Section 3 might be used tentatively for the situation of transient electrokinetic flow in capillary tubes with reasonably high surface potentials at the wall. In order to obtain more accurate solutions for the flow in tubes at high surface potentials, we propose to solve numerically the PoissonBoltzmann equation for the exact potential distribution and then to perform numerical integrations in Eqs. [ 
